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Abstract. In this paper we present an approach for the evaluation of
taxonomic relations of restricted domain ontologies. We use the evi-
dence found in corpora associated to the ontology domain for deter-
mining the validity of the taxonomic relations. Our approach employs
lexico-syntactic patterns for evaluating taxonomic relations in which the
concepts are totally different, and it uses a particular technique based
on subsumption for those relations in which one concept is completely
included in the other one. The integration of these two techniques has
allowed to automatically evaluate taxonomic relations for two ontologies
of restricted domain. The performance obtained was about 70% for one
ontology of the e-learning domain, whereas we obtained around 88% for
the ontology associated to the artificial intelligence domain.

Keywords: Lexico-syntactic patterns, Ontology evaluation, Taxonomic
relations.

1 Introduction

There is a huge amount of information that is uploaded every day to the World
Wide Web, thus arising the need for automatic tools able to understand the
meaning of such information. However, one of the central problems of construct-
ing such tools is that this information remains unstructured nowadays, despite
the effort of different communities for give a semantic sense to the World Wide
Web. In fact, the Semantic Web research direction attempts to tackle this prob-
lem by incorporating semantic to the web data, so that it can be processed
directly or indirectly by machines in order to transform it into a data network
[18]. For this purpose, it has been proposed to use some knowledge structures
such as ontologies for giving semantic and some structure to unstructured data.
An ontology, from the computer science perspective, is “an explicit specifica-
tion of a conceptualiation” [8]. An ontology typically includes classes, instances,
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attributes, relations, constraints, rules, events and axioms. Even thought the on-
tologies may be structured with taxonomic and/or non-taxonomic relations, in
this paper we focus the evaluation over the taxonomic relations, which normally
are referred as relations of type “is-a” (hypernym/hyponymy or subsumption).

There are plenty of research works in literature that address the problem of
automatic construction of ontologies. The major of those works evaluate the
ontology created by using a gold standard, which in fact, it is supposed to be
created by one expert. Using this approach, it is assumed that the expert has
created the ontology in a correct way, but there is not a guaranty of such thing.
Thus, we consider very important to investigate the manner of evaluate auto-
matically the quality of these kind of resources, which are continuously been
used in the framework of the semantic web.

Our approach attemps to find evidence of the relations to be evaluated in a
reference corpus (associated to the same domain of the ontology), and there-
fore, we needed to analyze the different approaches reported in literature for
automatic identification of ontology relations. A number of classification meth-
ods have been addressed for identifying relations between concepts or instances
[4,5,16]. For instance, for identifying whether or not a given instance (a pair
of words flower :tulip) belongs to a specific relation (class-inclusion) [21]. Other
approaches identify the degree of semantic similarity between a set of word pairs
in which it is known that belong to a certain semantic class (semantic rela-
tion) [10,20,19]. For the purpose of this paper, we focus our analysis on those
techniques that identify taxonomic relations.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes more
into detail the lexico-syntactic patterns found in literature. In Section 3 we
present the model proposed for addressing the problem aforementioned. Section
4 shows and discusses the results obtained by the presented approach. Finally,
in Section 5 the findings and the future work are given.

2 Lexico-Syntactic Patterns

A seminal work in the task of automatic identification of hypernyms from raw
texts is the one presented by Hearst [9]. She proposed six lexico-syntactic pat-
terns, which actually are known as Hearst’s patterns, that have been widely used
in other works. In [1], for example, the authors obtaind co-hyponyms by using
the Hearst’s patterns, but there are other approaches such as the following ones:
[17,7,3,13]. Even though these patterns behave well on the above mentioned task,
it is important to notice that they may be adjusted to work better in particular
domains, which is our case.

There are other works proposing lexico-syntactic patterns, such as the one
presented in [14], in which the authors focused on the romanian language. In
[7], they propose a methodology that combine two techniques for the extraction
of hyponymy, meronymy, co-hyponymy and near-synonymy in texts the Italian
Wikipedia, i. e., lexico-syntactic patterns and statistical distributional systems.
They use only five lexico-syntactic patterns, achieving good experimental results
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in this type of semantic relations. In [17], an automatic classifier for the hypernym
and hyponym relation identification is built. It based in the use of dependency
paths for some lexico-syntactic patterns.

In our case, we have collected 106 lexico-syntactic patterns, associated with
the identification of taxonomic relations, from nine different sources
[10,9,1,3,13,14,12,15,22]. Although we have found useful only 16 of these when
we evaluated the two target ontologies, the rest of them may be useful for fu-
ture investigations on ontology evaluation or automatic ontology learning tasks.
Therefore, in Table 1, it can be seen all these lexico-syntactic patterns compiled.

Table 1. Database of lexico-syntactic patterns useful for detecting taxonomic relations

No. Lexico-syntactic patterns

12 NP such as (NP,)* (or|and|the) NP

13 NP ’s NP

15 such NP as (NP,)*

42 NP ( is | are) NP

43 NP ( is | are ) ( a | an ) NP

46 NP such as (NP,)* (or|and) NP

50 NP ( classify ( in | into ) | comprise | contain | compose (of)? | group ( in |
into ) | divide ( in | into ) | fall ( in | into ) | belong ( to ) ) NP

86 NP ( and | or ) ( another | other ) NP

92 NP (,)? such as (NP,)* (or|and|the)? NP

94 NP NP , is (a|an|the) NP

96 NP , (is | are) (NP,)* (or | and|the) NP

97 (NP,)* (or|and|the) (NP,)* ( is | are ) (a|an|the) NP

98 NP , including NP

104 NP as (NP,*) (or| and| the) NP

106 NP, for example, is (a|an|the) NP

3 Evaluation of Taxonomic Relations

The evaluation process proposed is based on finding evidence in a reference
corpus using the “correctness” criterion [2]. We assume that there exist such
a collection of documents associated to the ontology domain (reference corpus)
from which it is possible to find evidence of the correctness of the taxonomic
relations held by the ontology. This evidence is found throught the use of lexico-
syntactic patterns.

The approach proposed the following three steps:

– Pre-processing stage: In this step, all data (ontology, reference corpus and
lexico-syntactic patterns) receive a special treatment in order to have nor-
malized information, representing them by their lemmas. For this purpose,
we use the FreeLing PoS tagger1. An information retrieval system is used for

1 http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/

http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/
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filtering those documents which contain information refering the two con-
cepts of any of the relations extracted from the ontology to be evaluated2.

– Discovering of taxonomic relations: For practical purposes, the
lexico-syntactic patterns are transformed into regular expressions, which are
used for discovering evidence of the ontology taxonomic relations in its ref-
erence corpus.

– Evaluation: Our system provide a score for evaluating the ontology by using

the accuracy formulae: Accuracy(ontology) = |S(R)|
|R| , where |S(R)| is the

total number of relations from which our system considers that exist evidence
in the reference corpus, and |R| is the number of taxonomic relations in
the ontology to be evaluated. This score, need to be evaluated in order
to determine the quality of the approach presented. For this purpose, we
compare the results obtained by our system with respect to those results
obtained by human experts.

In order to evaluate the taxonomic relations in the ontology, we consider two
different situations:

1. The two concepts of a given taxonomic relation are completely different. In
this case, we propose to use our bank of lexico-syntactic patterns for finding
evidence of relation validity in the reference corpus.

2. One of the two concepts (X) of a given taxonomic relation is part of the
other concept (Y ). In this case, we propose a subsumption technique [1],
which basically searches evidence of the hyponym Y in the reference corpus.

Examples of these types of situations are given in the first three rows of Table 2.
The last row of this Table shows an example of a semantic relation that exist in
the ontology but the evidence in the reference corpus indicates that the relation
is not taxonomic.

4 Experimental Results

In this section we present the datasets, so as the results obtained in the experi-
ments. In order to have a better understanding of the particular lexico-syntactic
patterns applied in the evaluation, in the first part of the results subsection, we
show the frequency of their occurrence in the reference corpus.

4.1 Dataset

In Table 3 we present the number of concepts (C) and taxonomic relations (R) of
the two ontologies evaluated in this paper. The following characteristics of their
references corpus are also given: number of documents (D), number of tokens
(T ), vocabulary dimensionality (V ), and the number of sentences filtered (O)

2 We used Jena for extracting the taxonomic relations from the ontology
(http://jena.apache.org/)

http://jena.apache.org/
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Table 2. Examples of taxonomic relations in the artificial intelligence domain

Num. Concept1 Concept2 Sentence

1 human natural
language

language Natural language processing (NLP) is a field
of computer science and linguistics concerned
with the interactions between computers and
human natural languages.

2 problems of ai problem The central problems of AI include such traits
as reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning,
communication, perception and the ability to
move and manipulate objects.

3 knowledge repre-
sentation

tree Other knowledge representations are trees,
graphs and hypergraphs, by means of which
the connections among fundamental concepts
and derivative concepts can be shown.

4 kr data structure Reminder a KR is not a data structure.

Table 3. Datasets

Domain Ontology Reference corpus
C R D T V O

AI 276 205 8 10,805 2,180 464

SCORM 1,461 1,038 36 32,644 2,154 1,632

by the information retrieval system (S). As can be seen, the two domains used
in the experiments are: Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the standard e-Learning
SCORM (SCORM)3 [23].

As we mentioned before, we requested human experts to evaluate the validity
of the ontology taxonomic relations, according to different sentences obtained
from the reference corpus. This manual evaluation was used to determine the
performance of our approach. The results obtained are shown in the following
subsection.

4.2 Results

In Table 4 we show the frequency of occurrence of the lexico-syntactic patterns
that found evidence of taxonomic relations in the reference corpora. They are
sorted according to their frequence in descending order.

In order to evaluate the stability of occurrence frequency of the bank of pat-
terns given in Table 4, we used the Kendall tau correlation coefficient [11] that
determines the degree in which the two lists matches, according to the descending
order established.

The Kendall tau coefficient (τ) is calculated as τ = 2P
(k(k−1))/2 − 1, where k

is the number of items, and P is the number of concordant pairs obtained as

3 The two ontologies together with their reference corpus can be downloaded from
http://azouaq.athabascau.ca/goldstandards.htm

http://azouaq.athabascau.ca/goldstandards.htm
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Table 4. Results of lexico-syntactic patterns

No. Lexico-syntactic pattern p fr(p,AI) fr(p, SCORM)

96 NP , is (NP,)* (or | and|the) NP 7 55

43 NP ( is | are ) ( a | an ) NP 5 24

92 NP (,)? such as (NP,)* (or|and|the)? NP 7 13

97 (NP,)* (or|and|the) (NP,)* is (a|an|the) NP 4 12

46 NP such as (NP,)* (or|and) NP 4 7

42 NP ( is | are) NP 2 6

12 NP such as (NP,)* (or|and|the) NP 1 4

94 NP NP , is (a|an|the) NP 3 2

15 such NP as (NP,)* 0 1

50 NP ( classify ( in | into ) | comprise | contain |
compose (of)? | group ( in | into ) | divide ( in |
into ) | fall ( in | into ) | belong ( to ) ) NP

0 1

86 NP ( and | or ) ( another | other ) NP 0 1

98 NP , including NP 1 1

104 NP as (NP,*) (or| and| the) NP 0 1

13 NP ’s NP 1 0

106 NP, for example, is (a|an|the) NP 1 0

the sum, over all the items, of those items ranked after the given item by both
rankings.

The Kendall tau coefficient value lies between -1 and 1, and high values imply
a high agreement between the two rankings. Therefore, if the agreement (dis-
agreement) between the two rankings is perfect, then the coefficient will have the
value of 1 (-1). In case of obtaining the value 0, then it is said that the rankings
are completely independent.

By ordering the lexico-syntactic patterns in descending order, we obtain a
Kendall tau equal to 0.733, which means that exist a high agreement in the order
obtained in the two reference corpus. This means that there exist a consistency
in the application of these patterns, independently of being applied in different
domains. This fact is true, at least for the two ontologies used in the experiments.

Table 5 show the result obtained by the approach when the AI ontology
is evaluated using the accuracy criterion. The three last columns indicate the
quality of the system prediction according to three human experts (E1, E2 and
E3). We consider that the quality obtained (91%, 82% and 86%) is a good result,
however, we need to investigate the reason because we were not able to detect the
remaining percentage of taxonomic relations. In general, our approach assigns
an accuracy of 0.87% to the quality of the AI ontology.

Table 5. Accuracy of the AI ontology, and quality of the system prediction

Accuracy Quality(E1) Quality(E2) Quality(E3)

0.87 0.91 0.82 0.86
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Table 6 shows the result obtained by the approach when the SCORM ontology
is evaluated using the accuracy criterion. Again, the last columns indicate the
quality of the system prediction according to three human experts (E1, E2 and
E3). According to the human experts, the accuracy result we obtained for the
SCORM ontology (0.59) is less reliable than the one we obtained for the AI
ontology. The experts assigned a quality value less than 80%. Despite this result,
we assume that our system is capable of give a valuable accuracy that provides
a clue for the quality of the target ontology.

Table 6. Accuracy of the SCORM ontology, and quality of the system prediction

Accuracy Quality(E1) Quality(E2) Quality(E3)

0.59 0.78 0.69 0.72

In order to validate the results obtained by the approach presented here,
we have evaluated the agreement between each human expert evaluation (also
named raters) and the system result, by using the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient [6].
This measure is calculated as shown in Eq.(1); Pr(a) is the relative observed
agreement among one rater and the system result, and Pr(e) is the hypothet-
ical probability of chance agreement, using the observed data to calculate the
probabilities of each result randomly saying each category. If the rater and the
system are in complete agreement then κ = 1. If there is no agreement be-
tween them other than what would be expected by chance (as defined by Pr(e)),
κ = 0.

κ =
Pr(a)− Pr(e)

1− Pr(e)
(1)

The results obtained by the Cohen’s kappa statistical measure are shown in
Table 7.

Table 7. Agreement between experts and system results

ontology Cohen’s kappa
E1 E2 E3

AI 0.51 0.18 0.09
SCORM 0.54 0.23 0.36

The interpretation of the results obtained by the Cohen’s kappa coefficient
follows. Two human experts show light agreement (0.01 ≤ κ ≤ 0.20), whereas
one expert show moderate agreement (0.41 ≤ κ ≤ 0.60) for the AI ontology.
In the case of the SCORM ontology, again the expert E1 obtained a moderate
agreement, whereas the other two human experts showed fair agreement with
0.21 ≤ κ ≤ 0.40.

The results presented above were obtained with samples of the taxonomic
relations because of the great effort needed for manually evaluate their validity.
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For the AI ontology we used 205 relations, whereas the SCORM ontology was
evaluated only with 169 relations. Actually, we only provide samples of the refer-
ence corpora to the human experts for validating the taxonomic relation, which
may bias the overall result. Therefore, in order to have a complete evaluation
of the two ontologies, we have calculated the accuracy for both ontologies, but
in this case considering all the sentences associated to the relations to be evalu-
ated. Table 8 shows the number of taxonomic relation evaluated (TaxRel), the
number of taxonomic relations found by the system (TaxRelFound), and the
accuracy assigned to each ontology (Accuracy).

Table 8. Accuracy given to the two ontologies

Ontology TaxRel TaxRelFound Accuracy

AI 205 181 88.29%
SCORM 1038 731 70.42%

As can be seen, the system obtain a slightly better accuracy for the AI on-
tology. This result is obtained because, in this case, the system have a greater
number of sentences associated to each relation, therefore, having more opor-
tunity to find evidence of the validity of the taxonomic relation. The SCORM
ontology accuracy obtained was significantly better because, in this case we have
evaluated a greater number of relations (1038) compared with those used in the
sample evaluation (169). Besides this fact, in this last experiment, we have used
a greater number of sentences which improves the oportunity of finding evidence
in the reference corpus.

5 Conclusions

Evaluating the quality of ontologies is a very challenging topic that need to be
addressed by the computational linguistic community. In this paper we have
presented an approach based on lexico-syntactic patterns and reference corpora
that allows to determine the accuracy of taxonomic relation of a given ontology
of restricted domain. The experiments show that there exist a high agreement
in the frequency of occurrence for the patterns used in the evaluation process,
independently of the ontology domain. The approach assigned an accuracy of
88.29% for the AI ontology and 70.42% for the SCORM ontology, which reflects
in some way the quality of the ontology. These results should be read in terms
of the quality of our system, that was evaluated by two experts obtaining an
average of 80% of reliability. As future work, we plan to evaluate the reliability
of the system considering a greater number of relations. Besides that, we would
like to use other ontologies for the evaluation process.
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